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1. Introduction
In this digital age, where unprecedented changes continue to take place, it is imperative for enterprises to
begin their automation journey now. The first step in it is Robotic Process Automation (RPA), which
means automating a business process in part or end-to-end. RPA has the capability to interpret and
emulate existing manual processes which can improve operational efficiency and ensure a lean
organization. It can be implemented across sectors including finance services, healthcare, insurance,
telecom and customer services.

1.1 About this Guide
This User Guide is intended for end-users, offering an overview and detailed instructions for operating
AssistEdge EVA Bot. The notational conventions used in this guide are explained below.

Notational Conventions
Important

Note
Process taking place in AssistEdge Studio.
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2. About AssistEdge RPA
AssistEdge RPA is among the suite of business applications offered by EdgeVerve. AssistEdge actively
works with some of the world's largest companies to automate their business processes end-to-end and
help achieve enhanced productivity, reduced operational costs and minimized errors.

Enterprise-Ready

200+ Global Organizations

50,000+ Live Bots

50+ Countries

Figure 1: AssistEdge Success Stories

The AssistEdge RPA platform enables users to build, deploy and manage intelligent bots or a digital
workforce that automates processes end-to-end across heterogeneous technologies. Key technologies
that can be automated using AssistEdge RPA are:
•

COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) products such as SAP, Siebel (Open UI, HI), Oracle EBS,
PeopleSoft and SalesForce

•

Legacy applications like Mainframe

•

PDF and image-based automation

•

Standard application technologies like Windows thick-client, Java, web-based applications, email,
share point and more
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The benefits of automating with AssistEdge RPA platform include:

Figure 2: Key benefits of AssistEdge

While the core product AssistEdge RPA is intended for enterprise users, the AssistEdge RPA Community
Edition is a leaner version with powerful automation capabilities and easy-to-use interface. The featurerich AssistEdge Automation Studio and the AssistEdge EVA Bot are bundled in the Community
Edition to offer programmers, students, academic researchers and RPA enthusiasts a hands -on
experience with RPA and enable them to implement personalized automation. The AssistEdge
Automation Studio enables the creation and deployment of processes, while the AssistEdge EVA Bot
enables execution of these processes.
2.1 About AssistEdge EVA Bot
AssistEdge EVA Bot enables the automation of repetitive tasks for personalized automation. Automation
processes configured and deployed in AssistEdge Studio are executed by AssistEdge EVA Bot.
AssistEdge EVA Bot performs three key functions:
Process Execution: Running processes created in
AssistEdge Studio.
Trigger Setup: Setting triggers (time, file and email) to
activate processes.

View Execution History: Monitoring the status of processes
being executed.
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3. Get Started
The following software and hardware requirements are pre-requisites to installing and working with the
AssistEdge EVA Bot.

The AssistEdge EVA Bot executes processes created in AssistEdge Automation
Studio and are in the ‘Deployed’ state.

Hardware Set-up
Minimum

2 Core CPU, 4GB RAM

Recommended

2 Core CPU, 8GB RAM

Software Set-up
Operating System

Microsoft Windows 7 or above

Net Framework

4.6 or above

License

A valid license for using AssistEdge Community Edition

Ensure the installer executable file is not blocked by antivirus software.

3.1 Install AssistEdge EVA Bot
AssistEdge EVA Bot is included in the AssistEdge RPA Community Edition installation package. A prompt
to upload a license is displayed (if not already uploaded) and AssistEdge EVA Bot is launched only when
the user uploads a valid license file. For detailed installation instructions for the AssistEdge EVA Bot, refer
to the10. Appendix.

Figure 3: Upload License File dialog box
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The license upload prompt appears either from AssistEdge Automation Studio or
from AssistEdge EVA Bot.

3.2 Launch AssistEdge EVA Bot
Launch the Community Edition by double-clicking the ‘AssistEdge RPA CE’ desktop shortcut. The
AssistEdge EVA Bot creates an icon in the system tray. Right-click on the icon and choose “EVA Bot”
from the submenu to launch AssistEdge EVA Bot.

Figure 4: Desktop view on successful installation of AssistEdge RPA Community Edition

Figure 5: AssistEdge EVA Bot launch icon in system tray
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On selecting “EVA Bot” from the sub-menu, the user interface appears on the lower right corner of the
screen.

Figure 6: Desktop view on AssistEdge EVA Bot launch

AssistEdge EVA Bot is usable only after creation and deployment of the process in AssistEdge
Studio. AssistEdge EVA Bot has to be started (or re-started if it is already running) to get the
new process or process updates. The following message is displayed on process deployment
completion in Automation Studio: “Process ‘Name’ deployed successfully. Kindly close and
open the EVA Bot to get the deployed process.”
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4. Process Workflow
It is important to understand the process workflow of AssistEdge RPA Community Edition execution. This
flowchart summarizes the flow after a process is created, tested and deployed in AssistEdge Studio and
as executed using AssistEdge EVA Bot.

Figure 7: Overall process workflow of AssistEdge RPA Community Edition (AssistEdge Studio + AssistEdge EVA Bot)
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5. AssistEdge EVA Bot User Interface
AssistEdge EVA Bot’s features are available in three key tabs:

5.1 Tasks Tab
The Tasks tab lists all the processes created and deployed in AssistEdge Studio. Hover over the
elements in the Tasks tab to know more about their function. The user controls displayed next to the
listed tasks are described here:


Task Name – A process deployed in Automation Studio is shown in the Tasks tab as a task. Click
on the arrow that appears next to the task name to setup the triggers for task execution.

Figure 8: Deployed process list in the Tasks tab
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Enable/Disable Trigger– A toggle button helps turn on/off triggers that are setup for process
execution. For detailed information on setting up triggers, refer to
6.1.1 Trigger Settings.
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Figure 9: Toggle button to enable/disable a process trigger



Trigger Type – This icon represents the trigger type that is auto-selected by AssistEdge EVA Bot
i.e. Email Based, File Based and Time Based.

Figure 10: Trigger Types – Time Based, File Based and Email Based
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Run Now – This button executes a time-triggered process instantly.

Figure 11: Run Now button with Time Based triggers

The ‘Run Now’ button appears only for ‘Time Based’ trigger type.

If the process is setup such that, the input of the process does not match the input as required by the
supported trigger types, an error appears next to the Enable/Disable button. Hovering on the error sign
lists the possible reasons for the error and guidance on how it can be rectified.
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Figure 12:

Indicates a failed process; displays reasons for failure

5.2 History Tab
The History tab is an archive of all the tasks executed by AssistEdge EVA Bot. These are organized
chronologically under the following three categories:
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Yesterday
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Figure 13: Green icon indicates successful process execution; red indicates process failure

The History tab lists every transaction carried out along with the corresponding date, execution status and
step-by-step log file. This is helpful for identifying and debugging failures.
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Figure 14: View Log in the History tab for step-by-step run log of a process

5.3 Help Tab
The Help tab offers all the online guidance necessary to use AssistEdge EVA Bot. It provides links to a
detailed video tutorial and a user guide, and also includes general information about AssistEdge EVA Bot.
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Figure 15: Help Tab offers general information and more insights into debugging failures

The Help tab offers two key features:
About - This button displays the product version information.
View Logs – This button opens the EVA Bot log file. In addition to the process execution log shown for
each process run in the ‘History’ tab, this file helps debug and get more insights into the root cause of
errors, if any.
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6. How AssistEdge EVA Bot Works
The AssistEdge EVA Bot executes processes created in AssistEdge Studio and also serves as a platform
for users to view execution details and identify problems, if any.

6.1 Process Execution
When a process is created and deployed in AssistEdge Studio, it appears in the Tasks tab of AssistEdge
EVA Bot, alongside an Enable/Disable button and an icon representing the trigger type.
If the Tasks tab is empty, this means that no process has been deployed yet.

This trigger type is auto-identified by the EVA Bot, which can be ‘Email Based’, ‘File Based’ or ‘Time
Based’, depending on the parameters provided in process inputs, while creating the process in
AssistEdge Studio.

6.1.1 Trigger Settings
Once the process appears in the Tasks tab, click on the arrow next to the process name to configure
the trigger to begin the process execution.

Figure 16: Trigger Configuration
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 Email Trigger
The task is triggered only on receipt of an email with a pre-defined subject in the Outlook email client.
Microsoft Office Outlook must be open on the user machine on which the Bot is executing the
process.

How a Process is Triggered?/ Process Trigger
Activation

Input Required
The user provides content in the 'Email
Subject' line for Outlook monitoring. A
search is performed based on the ‘subject
line’. The subject content should be as
precise as possible so that the task is
triggered only for intended emails.

The process is triggered for execution by
the Bot as soon as a new email is
received and the ‘subject line’ of a new
email matches the ‘subject line’ specified
in the trigger and when the triggered is
enabled

It is mandatory to set up the input parameter 'emailTriggerId' in the process input
section during process design in AssistEdge Studio, with the name. Only the
process matching this criteria is mapped to Email trigger in AssistEdge EVA Bot.

Figure 17
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Figure 18
Figure 17, 18: Process Inputs for Email Based trigger assigned in AssistEdge Studio

 File Trigger
The process is triggered on receiving a file in the specified folder.
Input Required

How a Process is Triggered?/ Process
Trigger Activation

1. Folder Path: Path of the folder where
the file is placed.
For example:
D:\CommunityVersion\TestData\
2. Filename Regex: The name of the file
for which a process is to be triggered. A
filename can be set up as a regular
expression. This way it becomes
possible to pass multiple files having
same prefix.
For example:
If the file name is abc_file*.xlsx. Then, when
a file starting with name “abc_file” and
having an extension as “xlsx” is added into
the folder being monitored, the process is
triggered.
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Figure 19: Trigger Configuration – File Based

It is mandatory to setup a single parameter named ‘filePath’ in the process input
section during process design in AssistEdge Automation Studio.
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Figure 20

Figure 21
Figure 20,21: Process inputs for File Based Trigger assigned in AssistEdge Studio



Time Trigger

The task is triggered only at a scheduled time or at a specific frequency.
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Figure 22: Trigger Configuration - Time Based

Click on Run Now to instantly start a time triggered process. For more information on the Run Now
button, refer to AssistEdge EVA Bot User I
Schedule Types

Input Required

Simple

1. Repeat Count – A value that decides the
number of times the process should be
repeated after the first run.
2. Frequency – A value that decides the
time interval in seconds between process
repetitions.

Cron

Cron Schedule – Sets a more flexible
value as accepted in standard cron
triggers. For example – “0 0 12 ? * WED which means “every Wednesday at 12:00
pm”.

How a Process is
Triggered?/ Process Trigger
Activation
Process execution takes place
as soon as the trigger is
enabled. Depending upon the
frequency, subsequent
executions take place.

Process execution takes place
as soon as the condition
specified in the Cron Schedule
is fulfilled.

Click here, to know how to set up
schedules using Cron trigger.
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For Simple Time Based trigger, the first execution takes place as soon as the trigger is
enabled. The next executions take place according to the time interval and frequency.
Time trigger doesn’t require any input parameters set in the ‘Process Inputs’ section during
configuration.

6.2 View Execution History
When a process is being executed, AssistEdge EVA Bot indicates the activity with notifications at the start
and end of the process. Besides, the ongoing process execution is indicated by the continuous blinking of
that specific process in the Tasks tab.

Figure 23: Process execution indicators

The History tab is an archive of all the processes executed in the current day i.e. ‘Today’, the day before
as shown in ‘Yesterday’ and the week before i.e. ‘Last Week’. For every process run in this time, this tab
stores all related data including process name, execution time, execution status and step-by-step run log
which is viewed from the log file for that run. Failed transactions are also highlighted here. In case of a
failed transaction, it is highlighted in red, along with a
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Figure 24: Run log for processes accessible from History tab

Figure 25: Step-by-step run log to identify and debug failures

The ‘View Log’ in the History tab offers a step-by-step run log that helps users identify the steps that have
caused the failure. This plays a crucial part in helping to identify the cause of failure and debug issues. To
make it further simpler to identify a transaction, the execution log comes with a unique ID. It is possible to
look up the transaction ID in the View Logs section under the Help tab.
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7. Uninstall or Reinstall AssistEdge EVA Bot
AssistEdge RPA - Community Edition can be uninstalled from Control Panel > Programs and Features.
To reinstall a new version of AssistEdge EVA Bot:
 Save the processes of an existing installation to a backup folder by exporting the processes using
ADMIN > Migration > Export tab of AssistEdge Automation Studio
 Uninstall the existing version
 Install the new version
 Import Processes into the new installation from ADMIN > Migration > Import tab of AssistEdge
Automation Studio
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8. FAQs
Frequently asked questions for AssistEdge EVA Bot are listed below:
Q1: While the process executes in AssistEdge EVA Bot, where do the application ‘sign-in’ credentials
come from or where are they to be provided?
Answer: The sign-in credentials for application that are provided in AssistEdge Studio while testing the
process in ‘Setup Environment’ are used in the EVA Bot. To update the credentials, re-run the
automation process in AssistEdge Studio with the updated credentials and re-start the EVA Bot.

Q2: I have deployed a new process, but it is not showing up in the ‘Tasks’ tab of AssistEdge EVA Bot.
Answer: Restart AssistEdge EVA Bot to get the latest deployed processes and the process changes.
Q3: I have created and deployed a process, but AssistEdge EVA Bot does not allow me to setup triggers
and gives an error that reads: “Process input mismatch”?
Answer: For processes to be triggered using Email-Based, Time-Based or File-Based triggers, specific
input parameters are expected as specified in the Tasks tab section. If a mismatch is found in the
expected parameters and the process inputs, this error is shown. To fix the issue, update the process in
AssistEdge Automation Studio to provide relevant inputs, deploy process and setup triggers again .
Q4: I can pass only specific input to the process due to the trigger specifications, but my process requires
more input.
Answer: Use an external file to pass more input at the start of the process e.g. using an MS Excel file
and configure the process to read the input from the file.
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Q5: I have a File-Based trigger configured, file(s) are already present in the folder with the right filename.
However, the process does not execute.
Answer: The trigger checks for receipt of a new file in the folder. Since the file is already present in the
folder, the trigger does not detect it as a new file. Hence the process is not executed. As a workaround,
remove file(s) from the folder and place the file(s) again in the folder.
Q6: I have a File-Based trigger configured. File(s) are already present in the folder with the right file
name. I have updated / overwritten / replaced the file with the same file name. However, the process does
not execute.
Answer: The trigger checks for receipt of a new file in the folder. Since the file is already present in the
folder, the trigger does not detect it as a new file. Hence process is not executed. As a workaround,
remove file(s) from the folder and place the updated file(s) again in the folder.
Q7: There is a mention that AssistEdge supports out of box configuration of automation of ERP systems
like SAP, Siebel, Oracle EBS, Mainframes etc. however I am unable to find the way in which it can be
done.
Answer: The automation of the above mentioned technologies is supported in the AssistEdge RPA
Enterprise edition. To get the same, you can go for the enterprise edition.
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9. Support
The Help tab in the AssistEdge EVA Bot includes general information about AssistEdge RPA, along with
a tutorial video and user guide link that includes some of the frequently asked questions.
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10. Appendix
[1] How to install AssistEdge EVA Bot
AssistEdge EVA Bot is included in the AssistEdge RPA Community Edition installation package. Follow
these step-by-step instructions to install the Community Edition:
1. Unzip the CE installer package.
2. Install the AssistEdge RPA CE installer.exe file. Save the license file. A desktop shortcut is
created.
3. Double-click on the shortcut to launch the Community Edition
4. Upload the license in the prompt window that appears.

The CE installation package includes a Troubleshooting Guide, as well as a Readme.txt file
containing initial product usage guidelines.
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